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This series of stories set in Australia, came about as a result of watching an old black and white Ealing film The
Overlanders. (Don’t let the fact that it is in black and white put you off watching it.) It’s a cracking film about an
Australian cattle drive across the vastness and harshness of central Australia set during the Second World War.

This set me thinking that I would like to do something similar, but not a cattle drive. The Guard series is supposed
to be railway themed. Then I recalled my own trip across the Australian Nullarbor Plain by train back in the mid-
1970’s. So there was the story outline, Albert / The Guard working trains across the Plain as a conductor. I added
information I had collected from my trip to the background notes to provide additional information / flavour to the
series.

The bricks for the diesel train were sourced and the locomotive built well in advance. (Talk about forward planning).
Luckily, the Port Augustus train station wasn’t difficult to recreate in Lego and whilst not an exact likeness, isn’t too
far away from the real thing. I added Australian themed bespoke printed poster advertising tiles, a letter box of the
period, some Nullarbor Plain photographs for background views and sourced a lot (and I mean a lot) of orange brown
bricks to create the desert.

The majority of stories in these Australian stories are different from the The Guard’s normal adventures, but there’s
nothing wrong with that. Too much of the same diet, can get boring, for both me, (creator wise) and the reader.

 This story went through quite a few changes plot wise, before I decided on the story you’ve just read.  I had a
 basic outline of the story revolving around an attempt on the land speed record, but was struggling to fill the gaps
 In.  Eventually, everything thankfully clicked into place.

 Incidentally, a land speed record isn’t possible in the Nullarbor Plain due to the soil being too loose and dry and
 Precious little level ground free of scrub.  A car racing over the soil would get bogged down quickly and the engine
 choked with dust I would think.   So in my story the race would have been along the road stretching through the
 desert.  Again this would never happen in real life.


